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Badges? Badges?
Yes, you do need
those FREE badges!

For precise coding and marking

Multi-Conveyor will be exhibiting
at Pack Expo East in
Philadelphia, February 2015, in
Booth 818.

Multi-Conveyor recently built a Compression Conveyor to move
corrugated cases with the utmost smoothness past the customer's
ink labelers and/or printers for supreme quality, helping to ensure
precision coding and marking.

We will be promoting the latest
technology in sanitary,
pharmaceutical and food grade
conveying systems.

A compression conveyor maintains the corrugated boxes in position
while continuously applying mild pressure as they are moved past
the case identification processes of the application. In this particular
situation, the customer required a straight running, mild steel
constructed, timing belt compression conveyor, designed with a
fixed lower conveyor and adjustable upper conveyor belt.

Our complete array of products
can be found on our website.
However, we are not limited to
those products. We specialize in
customization for our clients - in
most any industry. Bring it on...
we can help.

A simple hand crank utilizing hydraulic lift cylinders were
incorporated to easily raise or lower the upper belt into position to
allow for varying height and size cases to pass through the
compression conveyor successfully.

Click here and sign-up for the
show, compliments of MultiConveyor!

Other features/benefits include:
Adjustable compression height
Quick release timing belts
Variable speed
Closed top construction
Roller return
No guide rails required
By ”compressing” the case from above onto the smooth running
conveyor below, the printer heads can print complete data including
company logo, product logo, bar coding, branding, etc. with
supreme quality and clarity onto the moving cases.
This method of "self decorating" allows the company to purchase
blank, unprinted corrugated product rather than buy more
expensive pre-decorated cases.

(Note: If you are a non-exhibiting
supplier, the COMP Code will not
apply.)
Hope to see you in Philly!

